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Safety
During 2005-06, there were 233 consequential train accidents  on
IR as compared to 232 in 2004-05. However, train accidents per mil-
lion train kms. which is  an important index of safety, dropped from
0.29 in 2004-05 to 0.28 in 2005-06.

Comparative position of train accidents in the last five years is as
under :

Year Collis- Derail- Level Fire Misc. Total# Train
ions ments crossing in accid- accidents

accid- trains ents per million
ents train kms.@

2001-02 30 279 88 9 8 414 0.55
2002-03 16 216 96 14 7 349 0.44

2003-04 9 197 95 14 5 320 0.41

2004-05 13 136 70 10  3   232 0.29

2005-06   09 130 75 15  4   233 0.28

@ Excludes Metro  and Konkan Railways.
# Excludes   1 accident  in  2001-02,  2 in 2002-03,  5 in  2003 -04, 2 in 2004-

05  and 1 in 2005-06 which took place on Konkan Railway.

Casualties and Compensation:
The number of passengers killed or injured  in train accidents and

compensation paid for in the last 5 years are given below:

Year Number of passengers Casualties Compensation
Killed Injured per million paid

passengers (Rs. in lakhs)
carried

2001-02 114 595 0.02 482.46
2002-03 157 658 0.03  505.40
2003-04   84 279 0.02  757.07
2004-05  35 86 0.01  513.63
2005-06 168 483             0.03  221.63
Note: i) The above figures are excluding Metro and Konkan Railways.

ii) Compensation paid during a year relates to the cases settled and not to the number
of accidents/casualties during the year.
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Causes of Train Accidents:
Out of the 233 train accidents that occurred on IR during 2005-06,

206 (88.41%) were due to human failure, including 120 (51.50%)
due to the failure of railway staff and 86 (36.91%) due to the failure of
other than Railway staff.  Equipment failure was the cause of 8 (3.43%)
accidents. 5 (2.15%) accidents were due to sabotage and 11 (4.72%)
on account of incidental factors. Causes could not be established in 2
(0.86%) accidents while 1 (0.43%) accident is under investigation.

Damage to Railway Property:
The cost of damage to railway property and duration of interruption

to through communication caused by consequential train accidents
during 2004-05 and 2005-06 were as under :

Year                 Cost of damage Interruption to
Rolling stock Permanent way through

inclusive of engines (Rs.in lakhs) communication
(Rs. in lakhs) (Hours)

2004-05 1,516.1 303.3 1,602

2005-06 3,249.2 835.1 1,812

Note : These figures exclude Metro and Konkan Railways. These are also exclusive
of cost of damage and interruption to communication caused by miscellaneous
accidents and failure of equipment.

Safety Measures:
Some of the steps taken by IR to prevent accidents are detailed below:

General:
l A non lapsable Special Railway Safety Fund (SRSF) of Rs.17,000

crore has been set up to wipe out the arrears of replacement of
over-aged assets like track, bridges, rolling stock, signalling gears
and completion of some safety enhancement works within a fixed
time frame of six years. The fund is operational since October,
2001.

l Performance of the staff connected with train operation is being
constantly monitored and those found deficient are sent for crash
training courses. Safety staff overdue for refresher course is not
permitted on train duties.
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l Periodical Safety Audit of different divisions by multi-disciplinary
teams has been introduced. Inter-Railway inspections and
inspections by Railway Board teams have also been introduced.

l Emphasis is given on surprise inspections and ambush checks.
Night inspections are conducted regularly to eradicate adoption of
short cut methods and those found to be slack are taken up.

l Training facilities for drivers, guards and staff connected with train
operation have been modernized which includes  use of Simulators
for training of drivers.  Rs.73 crore have been provided under SRSF
for upgradation of Training Institutes. Disaster Management Modules
are also being developed.

l Walkie-talkie sets have been provided to drivers and guards of all
trains for faster communication. Guards and drivers are also being
progressively provided with LED based electronic hand signal lamps
having better visibility than the conventional kerosene lit signal lamps.

l Interlocking of level crossing gates, provision of telephones at
manned level crossings are some of the other safety aids being
installed on the Railways.

l “Quality Management Systems” have been developed and
implemented as per the ISO 9001 quality standards in all the
Production Units, majority of the workshops and some of the sheds/
depots. All other important manufacturing/repair units have also
been advised to develop and implement Quality Management
Systems. Ultrasonic testing equipment is being used for detection
of flaws in the axles.

Collisions:
l Provision of indigenously developed Anti Collision Device to

prevent cases of collision.
l Track circuiting from fouling mark to fouling mark on entire ‘A’,

‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘D Special,’ routes, where permissible speed is
more than 75 kmph. has been completed.

l Last vehicle check by axle counter has been introduced and is being
progressively added.

l Auxiliary warning system has been working on Mumbai suburban
sections. An improved version of the same is under installation on
300 kilometres on North Central and Southern Railways.
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l Drivers are given breathalyzer tests to check for consumption of
alcohol while signing on and surprise checks are also done to identify
defaulters.

l New technological inputs like solid state interlocking, digital axle
counter, high performance point machines etc. are being
progressively introduced for improving the  reliability of signalling
systems and thereby enhancing safety.

Derailments:
l To meet the situation arising out of track stress and fatigue,

upgradation of track structure, whenever called for, is being
undertaken on a planned basis by utilization of 90 UTS 60-kg/52
kg rails on concrete sleepers. The specifications of rail steel have
been upgraded and are in conformity with the International Union
of Railways (UIC) specifications.

l For improving maintenance and better asset reliability, Railways
are continuing to eliminate fish-plated joints by welding all single
rails into long welded rails to the extent possible. During relaying/
construction of new lines/gauge conversion, long welded rails are
laid on concrete sleepers. Turnouts are also being improved
systematically.

l There has been progressive increase in the use of tie tamping and
ballast cleaning machines for track maintenance.  Also, sophisticated
Track Recording Cars, Ultrasonic Flaw Detectors, Self Propelled
Ultrasonic Rail Testing Cars, Oscillograph Cars and Portable
Accelerometers are being used progressively.

l Track renewals are carried out whenever they become due for
renewal.

l Modern bridge inspection and management system is being
adopted, which will involve non-destructive testing techniques,
underwater inspections, fiber composite wrapping, mapping of
unknown foundations and integrity testing, etc.

l Intensive patrolling of railway track is carried out at vulnerable
locations during monsoon, summer and winter.

l To minimize effects of accidents, coaches with Center Buffer
Coupler (CBC) are being manufactured with anti-climbing features.
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l Design of passenger coaches with features of crashworthiness which
will absorb most of the impact energy leaving the passenger area
unaffected, is being developed.

l With the revamping of Railway Recruitment Boards (RRBs), quality
of staff being selected through RRBs has substantially improved.

Level Crossing Accidents:
l To educate road users about safety at unmanned level crossings,

publicity campaigns are periodically launched through different
media like quickies on TV, cinema slides, posters, radio,
newspapers, street plays etc.

l Joint ambush checks with civil authorities are conducted to nab
errant road vehicle drivers under the provisions of the Motor Vehicles
Act, 1988 and the Railways Act, 1989.

l Manned level crossings having heavy traffic density are being
progressively interlocked with signals in a planned basis.

Fire in Trains:
l Development of fire proof coaches is being done utilizing the latest

technology available in respect of materials, fire proofing techniques,
etc.

l Use of fire retardant materials for coach furnishings has been
increased.

l Fire resistant PVC flooring, interior paneling, ceiling, upholstery
etc. are being inducted.

l Intensive publicity campaigns against carriage of inflammable goods
in train compartments are regularly undertaken.


